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Clenison honors aluninus lost
in Septeniber 11, 2001 attacks

Katie McCarthy
Copy Editor
didn't
"Jim
have
to
prove
anything
to
anybody," said Wes Few,
James P. White's Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity brother.
"There was no pretense
about him.... Jim just wanted
to have fun."
White was the only
Clemson alumnus to lose his
life during the 9/ 11 terrorist
attacks, along with 2,995
other victims. His name is
engraved on panel N-39 of
the National September 11
Memorial where the twin
towers once stood.
"Jim
was
always
surprising you," Few told The
Tiger.
White worked in the World
Trade Center's north tower,
ran with the bulls in Spain,
finished three New York City
Marathons and rose through
the ranks ofCantor-Fitzgerald
to become one of its youngest
partners, according to Few.
Few recalled when he
and White played tennis.
"I was ok.. .I was like
real rusty, but I could still hit
a big serve," said Few. "[It]
turns out Qim is) a pretty

The name ofJames P. White, the only Clemson alumnus to perish in the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks, is next to his girlfriend Amy O'Doherty's name.
damn good tennis player....
He would surprise you with
[that kind of] stuff."
After growing up in New
Jersey, White moved to South

Carolina to attend Clemson · · this tush thing and see what
University. He joined ATO it's like," said Few. "We both
during his fresh~an year.
pledged ATO fraternity and.:.
"In the spring semester, that's how we became friends
we were kind of like let's try - by being in the same pledge

class and going through all
that together, going around
getting signatures from all
the brothers and bartending
at the formals." Few added,

"In a matter of weeks, we
were friends hanging out
(and had) more in common

CONTINUED on page
A2

15 years later: Clemson honors 9/11 victims with memorial service
Katie McCartthy
Copy Editor

Clemson
University
commemorated the 15th
anniversary of the nation's
deadliest terrorist attacks with
a public memorial service
on September 11 in Tillman
Hall. The event, coordinated
by the Tiger Platoon, the
Muslim Srudent Association
and Blue Key honored
the victims of 9 / 11 as well
as local first responders and
law enforcement.
"Tiger Platoon decided
to host this event because
in recent years very little
had been done at Clemson
to honor the victims of
the ')/ 11 attacks and their
families... furthermore, early
in our planning stages we
actually discovered that Clem
son had one alumnus killed
in the 9/ l l attacks named
Jim White (class of '89),"
said
Chase
McCathern,
commander of the Tiger
Platoon. "We have been able
to work with two of Jim's
closest friends dating back to
their time as ATO fraternity
brothers at Clemson (Wes
Few and Clive Pearson) as
well as others here at Clemson
to honor Jim and tell his
incredible story not only this
year, but for many years to
come as well."
In the hours leading up
to the event, Tiger Platoon
members guarded a wreath
dedicated to White. A
police escort, followed by

I

I

The September 11 Memorial stands at ground zero and includes the names of all victims and first responders.
members of the Platoon,
transported the wreath from
Memorial Park to Memorial
Auditorium for the service.
During
the
service,
several speakers, including
Clemson
Alumni
Association.
President
retired Col. Sandy Edge,
President Emeritus James
Barker and Dean of Students
Dr. Chris Miller, addressed
the crowd about 9/11 and
its impact on the world
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and Clemson as well as the
importance of the Clemson
family.
"It was such a turning
point for our culture because
it was the first time true
terrorism struck home to
the extent that it did. It also
brought forth how other
countries and cultures look
at our culture," said Dr.
Peter Cohen, senior lecturer
of religion and faculty advisor
for the Hillel Jewish Student

o

Association at Clemson who
helped with planning the
event.
"It
also
helps
us
remember that it was not
the Muslim community that
did this, but those within the
communitywhoareextremists.
That's why it's important as
part of this commemoration
to
underscore
that...
because Muslims died, Jews
died, [people of] other
religious
traditions
and
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nationalities died on that day.
It changed the world in many
respects."

"One
of
the
big
problems we have right now
in the world is that a lot of
people see Muslims as not
being victims to the terrorist
attacks
as
well
as
other
people,"
said
Hussain Bukhari, a member
of the Muslim Student
Association. "We thought it
would be a good idea to bring

First Copy Free

in how Muslims are adversely
affected by the attacks of
9/11 and how we're all one
toget her. "
Invocations
were
offered
by
members
of
the
Christian,
Jewish,
and
Muslim communities, and a
moment of silence was held
for the victims of the attacks.
Afterwards,
the
service
transitioned outside where a
large American Bag had been
stretched out across Bowman
Field. The memorial ended
with the national anthem and
a 21-gun salute. A reception,
hosted by the Blue Key,
followed afterwards.
CUPD,
CUFD/
CUEMS, City of Clemson
police,
Muslim
Student
Association and Hillel Jewish
Student Association
also
participated in the memorial
service.
However,
the
event
wasn't just about honoring
those who lost their lives on
that day. It was also about
educating those who are too
young to remember what
happened.
"It
is
important
to educate the younger
generation about 9/11 because
it greatly impacted our lives
today and well beyond. 9/11
was the first major terrorist
attack on US soil, and
since then there have been
many more. The threat of
these
attacks
is
now
something that we must f
ace and attempt to understand

CONTINUED on page
A2
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Clemson with a Bachelor
of Science m industrial
engineering and a minor
in finance in 1989. After
graduation, he moved to New

Jersey to find a job and be
closer to his family.
"He always wanted to
work on Wall Street. It was
his dream," said Mike White,
Jim's brother. "Getting that
job at Cantor-Fitzgerald was
a dream come true."
While
working
at
White
Cantor-Fitzgerald,
attended
night
classes
at St. John's University,
earning
a
Master
of
Business
Administration
and graduating with highest
honors and a near-perfect
GPA.
Few said that White
was a disciplined student
and respected for his hard
work by all who knew him.
White took up to 19 hours
per semester as a sophomore,
junior and senior to graduate
in four years .
"Of
course
he
(graduated) and he made good
grades," said Few, adding that
his fraternity brothers were
impressed by securing the
Cantor-Fitzgerald job.
"You would hear guys
in the fraternity say things
like, 'He's the president, he's
making all of this money,'
and Jim was probably making

event. By taking a moment
to remember it, it helps
cement it in our minds.
because even though we
weren't there, it still affects
us. It's important to get all of
the different perspectives on
an event that shaped how we
live today."
The
Tiger
Platoon
hopes to make the memorial

service an annual event and is
also in the process of having
a monument erected for Jim
White. Once the monument
is erected,
the
Platoon
plans
to
guard
the
monument
every
year
on
September
11
in
honor
of
White
and
others who lost their lives
during 9 / 11.

Clemson alumnus(' 89) White perished in the 9/11

WHITE.from page Al
than we really understood at
the time."
White graduated from

SERVICE
from paf[e Al
on a aaily basis," said
McCathern.
Added Hillel treasurer
Rebecca
Allen,"It's
like
with the Jews and the
Holocaust, none of us were
around, bur we can't forget
chat it happened because it
was such a monumental

as much or more than them,"
said Few. "But (his salary) was
just never part of his identity.
It didn't have to be. He didn't
need that."
In the first few days
following 9/11, the message
board on the website created
by Few and his friends in
tribute to White lit up
with memories from fellow
Clemson alumni and co
workers.
"(The website) was definitely
helpful to the whole family,"
White's sister, Rachel Glavis,
told The Seneca Journal. "I
still have all that. I printed it
all out. It's good to revisit it."
Glavis
said
White's
Clemson
friends
"immediately" sent messages,
stories and pictures of Jim
on Clemson's campus to the
message board.
"It was neat to hear some
of the stories abour college
aged Jim," said Glavis,
laughing.
Jim's
girlfriend
and
Cantorcolleague
at
Fitzgerald, Amy O'Doherty,
was also killed in the attack.
They had only been dating
for a few weeks, Few told The
Tiger. Her name is on the

same panel as White's name
at the 9/ l l Memorial.
A memorial service for
White was held on September
22, 2001 in New Jersey. A
moment of silence was held at
the same time in front of the
IPTAY offices in his honor.
In 2002, White's friends
and family established the
James P. White Memorial
Endowment
Scholarship
to
provide
need-based
scholarships to deserving
Clemson students. Forty
two scholarships have been
awarded so far, according to
Few.
Few said that people who
knew Jim agree chat he would
be thrilled to see Clemson
students being helped in his
name.
"Clemson was big for
him," said Few.
Few and his wife ran into
Jim at two Clemson-Carolina
games in the early 1990s.
"He loved (Clemson). He
stayed connected and stayed
in touch ."
Some of White's ATO
brothers also founded the
Jim White Memorial Golf
Tournament. Proceeds from
the event go towards the

scholarship fund.
Few remembers when
he and his fraternity brothers
created the tournamenes
rules.
"We were like, 'Could
you imagine what Jim
would have been like?'" said
Few. "He didn't play golf so
everybody thought he'd just
be hitting from the red tee."
The red tee is for
beginners.
"He wouldn't care. He
would just do it and laugh,"
said Few.
Oct.
14
marks
the
tournament's fifthteenth year.
The event will begin at 11 :30
a.m. at the Walker Course in
Clemson.
"We've
had
people
who've never played golf
before that started playing and
coming to the tournament
just to honor him and be a
part of getting together with
the old crowd and meeting
his family," said Few.
Fifteen
years
lacer,
White's legacy still lives on.
"Jim was as fine a person
as you'd ever want to
meet," said ATO brother
David Bowman.

Correction:
Milo Yiannopoulos has not described himself as a leader of the
Alt-Right. NPR's report containing this fact is discredited by a
facebook post by Yiannopoulos in which he states "I have never
ever described myself as a member of the alt-right."

Career Center: estimated 304 employers to attend
Center encourages students to network,
hone professional skills or even land a job
Chris Edwards
Contributor

I
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The dawn of any new
school year typically generates
a series of new possibilities
for students-within their
university experience, and
also after they graduate.
Starting September 20th ,
Clemson University's Center
for Career and Professional
Development
will
be
hosting several campus-wide
career fairs.
Burton,
Dr.
Neil
Executive Director of the
Center for C areer and
Professional
Development,
says that thes e career fairs
are
all
abour
"finding
information
about
professional
aspirations
for all students-no matter
where they are in the
career search.
"A [student should] want
to be gathering information
about potential employers,
possibility narrowing down
to what they want their
career path should be...
bur they also want to make
a good impression in case
they talking to someone who
really lines up with what they
want to do after Clemson,"
said Burton.
The September 20th
fair,
an
Engineering,
Computing and Science Fair,
pertains to students who
have technical degrees . The
second, which will take place
the day after, is a Business,
Non-Profit and Government
Fair. The second fair will
host students interested in
non-technical
professions.
According
to
Clemson
Joblink, a total of 304
employers will be attending
the events.
Both fairs will be held in
the Fike Recreation Center.
Burton said the first
things students should do
to prepare for the fair is to
find our what companies will
be attending. Students can
look up which companies

will be in attendance on
Clemson
JobLink-a
network in which Clemson
students can connect with
employers specifically seeking
Clemson students.
The
second
thing
the students should do,
Burton said, is to do
their homework.
"My advice is to pick
maybe 3 to 5 that are [top
choices] and dive deep into
those ... then [the student]
will have a second tier
options- 8 to l 0-and just
getting a general overlook of
those companies. Just enough
so [they] can have enough
information
to
generate
a conversation if you walk
up to a representative."
Burton
added
that
the student should also
have a larger
list of
companies that might be of
interest to them.
"That
[homework
involves] just knowing what
they do ... you never can
tell when some of those
other opportunities might
rum out to be better than
what you thought."
For
those
students
who are less prepared, the
Center will be hosting a
series of workshops focusing
on prepping students for
their time with employers.
These
workshops
will
include
a
"inside
edition"
where
visiting
companies
will
give
students
advice
on
making a good impression
to a potential employer. There
will also be a resume blitz,
in which students can bring
their resumes to employers
and career counselors for
scrutiny and edits before the
big event.
Bundrick,
Lisa
the
Assistant Director of Events
and
Employers
at
the
Michelin Career Center,
said that the career center
wants to be there for the
students and give them the
tools to be successful at
the fair.

"Students feel a lot
more confident when they go
over there if they have heard
from the employers 'this is
kind of what we are looking
for,1 said Bundrick, "so
the students that attend
these workshops, actually
up
feeling
much
end
more poised when the big
day comes."
Bundrick also clarified
that the fair is not only
for upperclassmen.
"As a freshman or
sophomore
it
makes
perfect sense
to
come
and see what the career fair is all
about.
So
you
can
come in so much better
prepared when it is your
. "
ume.
Junior
and
UPIC
Events InternfortheMichelin
Center
'Career
Meghan
Zieger
said
she first attended the career
fair as a freshman-just to
tell her parents that she did
it. She said the experience
was overwhelming.
"I think I only went
to see what was going on,
because I had no idea," said
Zieger.
Ziegar added she is
much more prepared for her
junior year trial.
Burton said experiences
like Zieger's are common
for students early on in their
career paths. But the more
that a students has these
conversations, he said, the
better they get at them.
"Some people think
career fair, and don't come
until their senior year. But
they
don't
realize
the
importance,
the benefits
of going
and
making
connections...
the
more
students
have
t
hese interactions, the better
they will be at this [process] ...
You're never going to have
300 employers in the same
location looking for Clemson
Students again [for a while]."
Burton's advice?
"+a
' r k e advantage of 1t.
· "

r

CAREER FAIR
SEPT. 20-21

Bring multiple copies of
your resume.

Dress to impress
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Clemson free speech group
offers critique of_University policy

New CatCab App: Pay with
TigerOne, get home safe
Tessa Schwarze

News Editor

A local cab service
has launched a new phone
application that enables
Clemson students to call for
rides and pay for them with
their TigerOne card.
The app, called Clemson
CatCab, allows Clemson
students to interactively
call or text their location
(on or within 2 miles
of the university) to a CatCab
driver. Once the driver
picks the student up and
takes
them
to
their
destination, students can
pay for the ride with their
TigerOne card. Drivers for
the service are provided
through the Yellow Cab
of Anderson .
The application also
allows students to select
restaurants and stores that
accept TigerOne card and
request a ride to the location.
Matthew
Ridley,
who
developed the app, said he
and Yellow Cab came up
with the idea in response to
Clemson students' grievances
regarding
transportation.
Ridley said he did some
research asking students if
they had problems getting
to school or any general
transportation issues. The
majority said yes.
The Clemson Parking
and Transportation Services
website lists three options
for student transportation
within Clemson: CAT Bus,
Safe Rides and Tiger Transit.
CAT Bus and Safe Rides rely
on a set schedule and only
transport student to and
from certain locations. Tiger
Transit only operates within
a set window at night .
A window, Ridley says,

which may not line up with
a student's schedule.
"Basically," Ridley puts it,
"If you miss a bus .. .you're
stranded."
Ridley also added that
picking Uber can result in
students having to pay surge
prices. Surge prices are the
increase in fare rates when
there is more taxi demand
than there are drivers.
"During the games,
Fridays and Saturdays
anytime when you really
want to go out-you're
going to pay more than you
usually would [with Uber],"
said Ridley."But when you
don't want to pay those surge
prices when you're coming
from a Clemson Tiger
game-stick with us."
An additional feature
of the CatCab service is
that students don't have
to immediately pay for
their rides. The app allows
students
to
postpone
payments if they don't have
any money on them . All
students need to do is upload
a picture of their TigerOne
card to their profile on the
app.
"[When] a student gets
in the car and they don't
have any money on their
TigerOne card, they can
say: 'Hey, I don't have any
money today, but I can on
Friday. You have my card,
the number's there.' It sends
a confirmation and that
way we can take care of the
payment on a later date, so
you can still get your ride
but postdate your payment."
According
to
the
CatCab website, the app
was also created to promote
safe driving, especially after
nights downtown. Clemson
Police records show a rise
in reported DUis over the

THE TIGER

past 10 years. In 2006, 9
D Uls were reported in the
Clemson area. In 2016, there
were 88.
Ridley
said
the
company's priormes shifted
when they heard about this
data.
"If we can save just one life
by driving someone who
doesn't have money on a
credit or debit card but they
do on their TigerOne card.
Use us. Save yourself. It's a
way when you can go from
your apartment to downtown
safely, in a financially secure
way."

CatCab driver John
Wright said there are two
things he would say to
inebriated students willing
to rake the wheel.
"One, we're cheaper
than Uber. Two, we're
cheaper than a DUI."
Wright and Ridley both
said they want to initiate a
rewards program for using
the app where if students
call for so many rides, then
they can receive either a
free ride or another prize.
Ridley said they are open
to new ideas even though
the app is already up and
running.
He's
currently
working on an interactive
feature within the app where
students can share their rides
and give feedback on drivers.
"For me on the development
side of things, it's open
sourced. That means if
students have suggestions,
we can rake them into
account every week as I
further update the app."
The application can
be used on both Android
and Apple devices and is
available
for
download
under
"ClemsonCatCab"
in the App Store and
Google Play.

Remy Barnwell

Associate Editor
"In this specific instance
with Clemson University,
there have been policies put in
place that are more restrictive
than
the
Constitutional
restrictions on free speech.
The Constitutional restrictions
are supposed to be the gold
standard," Alexander Cullen,
a member of WeRoar stated
in a recent interview with The
Tiger News.
In past weeks, Clemson's
free speech policy has been
under close scrutiny by several
on-campus
associations
following an incident involving
community member, Robby
Roberts. Roberts, who was
on campus for the purpose
of prayer and fellowship with
students, was asked to take
down a sign inviting students
to join him in prayer. Roberts
was additionally asked to
fill out a form granting him
permission to keep his sign
posted if he wished to do so.
"He wasn't soliciting even
by Clemson's definition of
soliciting. .. you have to go
through a process that is
illegally restrictive when you
want to practice your freedom
of speech on Clemson's campus
[if you are a non-university
affiliated individual or group] ,"
Cullen said.
Fellow WeRoar member
Mitchell Gunter critiqued
Clemson's free speech policy

for
non-student
speech
saying, "Clemson is a public
institution, which receives
taxpayer
funding.
Public
universities must comply with
the First Amendment.. . [and)
shouldn't be telling citizens
where, when and how they
can speak, unless the speech
is illegal or disrupts university
activities.',

WeRoar agrees that there
are reasonable restrictions that
ought to apply to free speech,
like in cases of threats or libel,
but Cullen says "your rights
when you step on campus are
the same rights you have when
you're downtown or pretty
much anywhere else in the
country, so there shouldn't be
a differentiation there."
WeRoar's stance on freedom
of speech is equivalent to
the right to free speech
guaranteed to citizens by the
First Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution.
WeRoar does not identify
itself as free speech purists.
Rather, the group considers
themselves a group of students
that look at free speech as it is
outlined in the Constitution
and defend those rights.
WeRoar aligns its mission
with that of the Foundation
for Individual Rights in
Education
(FIRE)
whose
website states its mission
is to "defend and sustain
individual rights at America's
colleges and universmes .. .
includ[ing] freedom of speech,
legal equality, due process,

religious liberty and sanctity of
conscience."

Cullen says "our goal
would basically.. .be getting
their [FIRE's) guidelines that
derive from the Constitution
to be Clemson's policies."
Gunter points to Purdue as
a model that Clemson may
consider. For instance, Purdue,
Gunter says, has guidelines
for speech and expression
on campus in line with the
mission of FIRE, and these
guidelines are present on
FIRE's website.
"Purdue
has
many
suggested areas which do not
require, rather encourage prior
permission from students
or non-students. Expressive
activity on all other areas of
campus is also permissible, as
long as the conduct 'does not
disrupt University activities
and functions," said Gunter.
The goal of WeRoar,
according to Gunter is to
"stand for the rights of all
students, even the speech that
[their] members may or may
not vehemently disagree with.
Our mission is to ensure the
Clemson community enjoys
the full measure of their
Constitutional liberty."
Cullen said, "If we want
to see a marketplace of ideas
and the betterment ofourselves
then free speech is the way to
go ...WeRoar is trying to back
that up as much as we can."
University administration
declined to comment or be
interviewed for this article.

hoto courtesy of WeRoar
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News Brief
Clemson
University
Police Department sent out
a CU Safety Alert notifying
campus that officers are
investigating a sexual assault
that occurred on Saturday
night on September 10.

support a staggering amount
of biodiversity. Additionally,
coral
reefs
provide
Coral reef areas ecosystem
services,
or
are some of the best positive benefits provided
examples of nature in to humans by ecosystems,
its most unaltered form.
such as incomes (through
Tue beauty and wonder of primarily
fishing
and
these
areas
have tourism), to approximately
on
display half a
been
billion
people.
in documentaries such as Since there is substantial
Planet Earth and Tue Blue evidence that human activity,
Planet, as well as in the · namely fishing and pollution,
animated
film,
Finding affect the resilience and
Nemo.
It would make state of coral reefs, the need
sense that these areas would for protection initiatives to
be fiercely protected, but conserve these areas is clear.
new
research
published To fight against human
in Nature by David Mouillot impacts, a plethora ofmarine
and colleagues shows that protected areas (MPAs) have
the current protection been created.
These areas
system covers a measly 1.7% are designed to protect the
of the evolutionary history coral reefs that are within.
of coral and 17 .6% of fish.
Tue problem with
With over 800,000 the current system is that
multi-cellular species living the breadth of coverage is
in and on coral reefs, these not sufficient. Tue current
majestic branched structures system covers only 5.9% of
Charles Simmons
Contributor

coral reef area worldwide.
Tue spatial design of MPAs
across the globe is dependent
on local conditions, such
as need to maintain a costal
fishery for jobs, rather
than regional or global
considerations. This means
that MPAs cannot be created
to protect all coral reefs. Tue
challenge going forward to
better protect biodiversity in
coral reefs is, according to
David Mouillot and his team,
to come up with a protective
system on a global level.
Tue
need
for
protection does not just
apply to the Great Barrier
Reef, but domestic coral
reefs as well. Most people
associate coral reefs with
tropical climates and warm,
shallow waters; however, it
may be surprising to learn
that there are substantial coral
reefs off the coasts of North
Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, and Florida. For
example, there are substantial
coral reef systems off the coast
of Charleston, SC. These
systems are not currently
protected by the MPA
system, but are considered
a HAPC (Habitat Area of
Particular Concern).
A
designation of an area as
a HAPC means that the
area is considered to be
vulnerable to degradation or
is important for supporting
marine life.
This means
that the coral reefs systems
off the coast of Charleston,
SC, although considered to
be important for supporting
marine life, are not being
actively protected.
If the
current
MPA system stays the same
and neglects areas such as
those referenced off the
coast of South Carolina,
"Finding Nemo" may become
even harder.

The alert said that an
unidentified white male forced
a female into a four-door white
SUV van around the vicinity of
Sikes Hall, and then sexually
assaulted her at an unknown
location.

Afollow-up alert informed
campus that the female was
walking back to her apartment
when the SUV approached
her. She ended up at highway
93 and highway 76.

CUPD is continuing to
investigate the incident.

1) 30 some students were
wounded after a deck cotlapsed
near Trinity college in Coaneotic
Mofle of the un,jumes werer'
Gonsidered serious.

2) Brown Universi

~resident na.s ,IM
briRg free menstru .
bathrooms campus
rooms included.,
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR EDITION

RowANLYNAM
Editor in Chief

*Note: Letters to the editor run unedited by the Tiger.*

..

editor.thetigernews@gmail.com
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In the last year,
the Clemson University
administration
has
fostered a culture of
discrimination
on
campus. The idea of "One
Clemson" is a myth. In
fact, there are now two
Clemson's: one campus
that CU administrators
and
discriminate for,
one
campus
that
CU
administrators
discriminate against.
The
university
has bent its own rules
to mollify and support
those who advocate an
extremist, far left-wing
political agenda based
on identity politics, and
it has used its authority
to intimidate and banish
those who stand for
freedom of speech.
What do these two
Clemson's look like?

The

Free

Clemson

Campus

Beginning on April
11th, Clemson University
witnessed a nine-day,
round the clock protest
in front of Sikes Hall,
which brought dozens of
non-Clemson people to
campus (some from out
of state) with their signs,
banners,
and
chants.
These
non-Clemson,
non-student professional
protesters gave speeches,
held signs and banners,
and
participated
in
various chants, songs,
and the obligatory drum
circle.
The president of the
Sierra Club, for instance,
was
photographed
with
75+
students,
administrators,
faculty,
and community members

on the steps of Sikes with
a large Sierra Club banner.
(No soliciting here!)
The sit-in had a
demonstrably
negative
impact on campus. Car
traffic in front of Sikes
Hall was slowed, foot
traffic in and our of Sikes
Hall was impeded, and
administrators inside the
building were distracted
from doing their work
by the demonstrators.
Even worse, the academic
integrity of the university
was
tarnished.
Some
professors actually held
their classes in front of
Sikes, and some gave
paper/ exam extensions to
student protesters. Some
classes in the English
and
Communications
departments
became
vehicles
for
Alt-Left
indoctrination in support
of the sit-in. Students in
these classes who didn't
support the sit-in felt
intimidated to silence
their views.
How did the CU
administration treat the
Did
they
protesters?
tell
the
non-student
protesters to register with
the university and move
to a "free-speec h zone ",.
No. They treated them
with fawning affection
and sycophantic support.
Some CU administrators
actually joined in the
of
protest.
Professor
Philosophy Todd May
expressed his skepticism
of CU administrators,
dedication to the cause,
stating "I don't know
whether anyone (CU
administration)
is
interested in change".
He
questioned
their

deification to the Alt-left
on campus even as the
university provided the
protesters with tents.
Born of a hoax "hate
crime," the protesters
railed against Clemson
policies and falsely implied
that Clemson students are
racist. (We now know
that the inspiration for
the protest was based
on a lie and a cover up.
The CU administration
knew from day l that the
banana incident was not
racially motivated, but
banana-gate is a scandal
for another day!) The
protesters
demanded
immediate and systemic
institutional change. They
gave the administration
a list of grievances and
demands straight from
the Alt-Left playbook.
Th~ protesters threatened
to continue their sit
in until the university
caved to their demands.
The whole thing ended
when President Clements
capitulated to virtually all
of their demands.

The

Unfree

Clemson

Campus

For six days, local
community
evangelist
Robby Roberts sat alone
in a lawn chair at Trustee
Park accompanied by an
empty chair with a small,
8½-by-11-inch sign that
simply said "PRAYER."
He didn't solicit nor did
he evangelize.
Robby
quietly and unobtrusively
made himself available to
students for prayer. That's
it.
One student said
Robby "gave her the
strength to get through

the day." Robby wasn't
loud. He didn't get in
students' faces-he didn't
approach anyone at all
for that matter. He was
practically invisible.
And yet, on the sixth day,
reportedly
interrupting
the prayer of Clemson
student Kyra Palange, CU
administrator Shaun Jones
asked Robby to put down
his sign, register with the
university, and move to a
free-speech zone.
According to CU
administrators,
Robby
was in violation of policies
pertaining to "soliciting"
in non-free speech areas.
He was apparently guilty
of violating university
that
the
policies
administration claims to
enforce equally-policies
designed
to
prevent
proselytizing by non
students and to ensure an
atmosphere conducive to
learning.
In
the
administration's
subsequent
email
to
the campus community
regarding
the
prayer
incident,
they
stated
"Our
the
following,
application
of
those
policies is required by
law to be content neutral,
meaning it is uniform and
consistent regardless of
the content of a person's
speech or expression."
We now know this to
be false. The universities
policy is neither uniform
nor consistent. The CU
administration sent out
this email they seemed
to forget that the steps of
Sikes Hall and the area
right in front of it operate
under the same guidelines

and policies as the park
where Robby was sitting
and praying. And yet, the
administration's handling
of the situation was
entirely different. Why
might this be?
It is clear that the
group See the Stripes
and their Air-Left faculty
supporters are correct
in their accusations of
discrimination by the
Clemson administration,
but they are mistaken in
identifying the nature
of the discrimination.
What we are witnessing
at
Clemson
is
a
discrimination of policy
enforcement
based
on what is politically
and an
advantageous
ideological
double
standard.
But rules can only
be legitimate if they are
enforced equally. They are
either right all of the time
or they are right none
of the time . Tragically,
Clemson University is no
longer governed by the
rule oflaw. Instead, it now
seems to governed by the
rule of men.
So for any non
students wondering what
will happen to them if
they speak freely outside
of a "Free-Speech Zone,"
they need figure out
which Clemson they are
visiting.
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Correlation is not causation - but associations
are complicated
While the recent "Correlation, Nor
Causation" article raises an important point
concerning victim blaming in sexual assault
cases, it vastly oversimplifies the issue of
sexual assault and alcohol consumption
on college campuses. The author also
claims that the Stanford alcohol policy is
"uninformed" and "not logical." These
claims are neither reflective of the latest
scientific literature on the subject, nor do
they encourage open-minded consideration
of the many factors that contribute to
environments conducive to sexual assault both of which are vital if we are to begin
tackling this challenge.
The author attempts to distinguish
between correlation and causation in the
case of alcohol consumption and sexual
assault, writing, "Alcohol does not cause
people to sexually assault people. Rapists
and only rapists sexually assault people sober, drunk or otherwise." We are certainly
pleased with the societal shift away from
victim blaming this represents - no victim
of sexual assault is ever at fault for the act,
and we wish to reiterate that point.
We agree that alcohol should not be
presented as a direct cause of sexual assault,
thus potentially shifting blame away from

the perpetrator to the v1ct1m or solely
toward alcohol itself. However, the fact
remains that there is a clear association
between alcohol consumption (by the
perpetrator, the victim, or both) and sexual
assault on college campuses. We want to
make the distinction clear: alcohol use
by either party is never a justification for
sexual assault. However, it is, as noted by
the CDC, a risk factor that increases the
chance of sexual violence occurring. The
author is correct in noting that "risk factor"
and "cause" are not the same thing6;
however, it seems irresponsible to ignore or
minimize such risk factors when discussing
a complex public health issue.
If we want to prevent sexual assault,
we should aim to understand how
alcohol use interacts with other factors to
contribute to an environment in which
there is an increased chance of sexual
assault. We should also be careful not to
discourage conversations related to the
issue or evidence-based attempts to solve
the problem. As students, researchers,
administrators, and community members,
we should look to empirical evidence and
engaged debate to inform our views and
suggestions.

More generally, we believe that
the sentiments expressed in this article
demonstrate a larger trend toward the
transformation of issues that can be
empirically studied into matters of personal
moral judgment alone . With issues such as
these, we look to ethics, morality, and our
personal emotions to frame the problem.
However, empirical data can also assist
us with solutions. These problems can be
researched, and the results should not be
ignored; rather, data can be used to drive
our search for answers to a complicated
situation . Similarly, open discussion should
be encouraged, so that we may exchange
ideas and learn from one another.
In an era of increasing polarization,
skepticism towards science and statistics,
and an unwillingness to engage with others,
let's work together to set an example of
collaboration and respectful debate.
Best regards,
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Cle1nson has close call against Troy Trojans, win 30-24
Allison Daniel

upcoming weeks.

Sports Editor
Oemson got more than
they bargained for on Sarurday
when they squared off against
Troy in the first home game of
the 2016 football season.
While the pregame showed
how excited the funs were to have
the National Finalist football
team back at home for the first
rime since the loss to Alabama,
that excitement quickly turned
into worry. The Tigers were
barely able to carve out a 30-24
victory that left Death Valley
stunned throughout most of
the game.
However, as all the players
and coaches reiterated after
the game "a win is a win" so
the important thing is what
can be taken away from the
matchup as a prediction for the

Offensive Line:
The offensive line had a
really hard rime in the beginning.
Watson was scrambling more
than anyone liked and the run
game was virtually nonexistent,
with only 25 yards in the first
half They settled into the game
in the second half but with how
they struggled against an average
Troy defensive line, it seems
they have a long season ahead
ofthem.

Receiving Corps and Deshaun
Watson:
WRU? Sure didn't look
like it on Saturday. The offense
looked completely out ofsorts as
a whole but the most shocking
thing was that none ofOemson's
nationally acclaimed receivers
could hold on to the football.
The team had seven dropped

STARS OF
THE GAME:

passes and Head Coach Dabo
Swinney was not pleased with
them. "[Watson] needs his
playmakers to make plays .. .
he can't throw it and catch it,"
Swinney said after the game.
Deshaun Watson did not
have his best game on Saturday
by a long shot. While this was
partly due to his receivers, some
of the blame must land on the
Heisman-hopeful quarterback as
well. He has a career-high 53 pass
attempts but only completed 27
of them for a mere 292 yards.
He also threw two interceptions,
one of which appeared to be
caused by a miscommunication
between him and his receiver.
Watson will have to be
a leader and right this ship
quickly if the Tigers want ro
remain a serious contender for a
playoff spot.

Special Teams:

try to redeem himself and ended

Surprisingly,
it wasn't
Clemson's special teams holding
them back. Minus a few bad
punts from Andy Teasdall, they
played well. Greg Huegel was
3-for-3 on field goals and the
T tgers had a few nice rerurns.
However, the play of the game
(or rather the play that should
have been) was Ray-Ray
McCloud running a punt back
74 yards only to drop it as he was
crossing the goal line. The Tiger
funs have waited a long rime to
see special teams plays like that
one and will have to wait a while
longer for one to be counted as
a touchdown.
Swinney was upset with
McCloud's mistake, saying, "You
see what Ray-Ray [McCloud]
is capable of, just an incredibly
boneheaded play." McC!oud did

up being the team leader in
reception yards with 86 on seven
catches. If he can mature and
stop making misrakes, McCloud
could be a huge playmaker for
the Tigers down the stretch.

Defense:
While the defense was
the largest question mark for
Oernson entering the season,
they have been one of the bright
spots for the team so far this
season. While they didn't play
a perfect game, they kept the
Tigers in the game while the
offense was struggling to move
the ball. "Defensively -man
- what a game. I thought
they played outstanding for 58
minutes," Swinney said. The
other two minutes were at the
end of the game where Troy
was able to score two quick

touchdowns to bring themselves
within a touchdown and extra
point ofwinning.
The Tiger defense forced
three turnovers in the game,
all of them interceptions and
all by different players: Jalen
Williams, Dorian O'Daniel and
Kendall Joseph.
They still have a lot of
things to clean up, especially
the run defense and the excess
penalties, but thankfully they
put forward an admirable
performance, if they hadn't then
the outcome of this one may
have been very different.
Watson and the Tiger
offense will have to find their
rhythm quickly pecause ,after
taking on SC State at Iiome
next Saturday, they travel to
Atlanra to battle Georgia Tech
on September 22.

HUNTER RENFROW

CHRISTIAN WILKINS

Renfrow bailed out his quarterback
on a bad throw by coming down
with a touchdown catch. He was
injured on the play but came back
into the game later on. There is no
word on his status for next week.

While no receivers could catch the ball, Wilkins could. With
the Tigers barely holding on early in the fourth quarter,
Swinney called in the big guns, putting Wilkins in on offence-.
Sure enough, he found himself open in the end zone and
caught the pass from Watson to put Clemson up by 10. He
also had seven tackles and a batted pass in the game.

Photos contributed by Clemson Atheletics

WOMEN'S SOCCER LED BY VETERANS
Atanda) Sheridan leading the chargefor Clemson

Senior Catrina Atanda (11) has 5 goals so far this season.

Cole Little

Senior StaffWriter

I

I

The Clemson Tigers
.
women ' s soccer team 1s
4-2 and has shown signs of
improvement with each game
this season. This being said,
one of the program's primary
stalwarts, Catrina Atanda, is
the undisputed driving force
behind the team.
The senior attacking
midfielder has already scored
five goals this season and has
led the charge for the offense.
A senior, Aranda is assuredly
looking to make some noise

in the NCAA Tournament
this year, but, needless to
say, the season is very long.
Therefore, the Tigers need to
build upon the momentum
that Aranda has helped create
for the team, which defeated
the High Point Panthers 4-1
on Friday night.
Atanda has
already
accrued 15 shots on goal and
is a constant threat inside of
the penalty area. As the senior
leader of the field players,
Atanda's efforts have been
bolstered by senior goalkeeper
Kailen Sheridan.
The sure-handed goalie

I

recently competed with the
Canadian national team at
the Olympics in Rio. As a
result, she missed the start
of the season but has played
well since returning to action
with the Tigers. With 13 saves
thus far, Sheridan is doing an
excellent job of protecting
the net and has some skilled
players playing in from of her
that have helped make her
job easier.
Recently speaking on
Sheridan and how the team as
a whole stacks up, head coach
Eddie Radwanski told the
media, "There are 10 players
in front of her that know what
they' re doing. So ifwe do what
we're supposed to do, and play
the way we're capable to be,
goal keeping's not going to be
.
"
our issue.
The Tigers are off to a
solid start but assuredly know
that there is still work to be
done if a run to the College
Cup in December is going to
become a reality. But, with
two star seniors in Aranda
and
Sheridan,
Clemson's
chances of making that special
postseason run are favorable.
The Tigers are set to rake on
Wake Forest in a road game
this Friday in what will be
Clemson's conference opener.

Central Spirit
sparks school spirit
Ashley Hodge
Contributor
Clemson Universiry has
been ranked as one of the most
school spirited universities in
the country. This school spirit
is routed almost completely
in the campus organization,
Central Spirit. It is a
welcoming organization that
positively impacts everyone's
college experience at Clemson.
Central Spirit's mission
is to provide an energetic and
passionate fan base for all D 1
athletic events. They paint
their bodies for football games,
create new cheers for soccer
games and even celebrate
victories on the tennis court.
Members of Central Spirit
paint windows of downtown
stores
and
restaurants
each week prior to game
days and they paint the
library for
rivalry and
championship games.
They organize events
to uphold the traditions of
Clemson University such as
organizing the First Friday
Parade, Spirit Week, waving
flags during football and
baseball games and setting
up balloons for the football
games. The best 25 seconds
in college football would

not be the same without the
members of this organization.
"My favorite part about
being in Central Spirit
is getting to be a part of
Clemson's amazing traditions
with some of my favorite
members of the Clemson
Family. They make getting to
the stadium at 8 a.m. (for a
noon game) to do balloons for
the best 25 seconds in college
football worth it" said Kaleigh
Sandness, a junior Sports
Communication major.
Club members not only
support the teams at home,
but they also follow them
to away games, bringing
Clemson Orange everywhere
they go. They send the teams
off when they leave for away
games, or trail behind them
into new cities or states. They
have also gone on many road
trips as an entire organization
to support the Clemson
Tigers, including to Florida
State and the Universiry of
Miami football games and
to Louisville for a weekend
of baseball.
When
they
aren't
cheering on their classmates,
they are playing in their own
league themselves. Central
Spirit members participate in
intramural sports including

flag
football,
basketball,
soccer, and softball. This is an
opportuniry for club members
to take a break from cheering
and compete on their own
fields as a team of their own.
Whether they are cheering
or playing, Central Spirit
members leave their mark on
Clemson athletics.
"Being a member of
Central Spirit has given me
some of my greatest friends
and greatest memories. It has
allowed me to do things I
never thought I would, like
spend a game on the field, go
to the national championship,
or become a student leader and
plan events for all of campus.
I'm so thankful for this part
of my Clemson journey." said
Kaleigh Sandness.
The
organization
exemplifies the spirit of the
Clemson Family with the
love and support they give
to the athletic programs and
to the University. Interested
students are encouraged to
come to a sporting event and
just jump right in even if they
are unsure of their interest in
long-term membership.
For
questions
contact
organization
president, Peter Rowan at
perowan@clemson.edu.
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Return ofBlossomgame) reopening ofLittlejohn goodfor Clemson basketball
Zachary Clark
Columnist
With a new semester
underway and a new football
season already kicked off, it
is never too early to start
talking about basketball.
The big news this
offseason for the Clemson
Tigers
men's
basketball
team was the return ofJaron
Blossomgame. Off the court,
Blossomgame graduated this
summer with his degree
and his First Team All ACC
selection. He looks to lead
the Tigers this season.
Although Blossomgame
will be the go-to guy this
season, this may be one of
the deepest teams Clemson
has had in recent years so he
will not go at it alone.
When asked about this year's
team, Blossomgame said,
"It's the most talented team
I've been on."
Taking a closer look at
this year's team, Clemson
will be returning nine
players from last year along

with three transfers who had
to sit out this past season,
bringing the total to 12
players returning from last
,
seasons team.
With
the
team
being mostly made of
upperclassmen, the Tigers
are one of the most
experienced teams in the
ACC this upcoming season.
Although experience doesn't
always translate into success,
this year's Clemson team will
be hungry after finishing last
season with a 17-14 record,
10-8 in ACC play.
The Tigers were up and
down throughout the season
last year, with big wins
against Syracuse, Louisville,
Duke and Miami but losing
in a blowout to Georgia,
and losing close games to
Alabama, Virginia, NC State
and Georgia Tech.
For Clemson to be a
threat in the ACC to top
contenders like Duke, UNC,
NC State, Virginia, Syracuse
and Florida State, the Tigers
will need to be consistent.

One thing that will help
the Tigers in consistency
this •season is the newly
renovated
Littlejohn
Coliseum following the
past season playing at Bon
Secours Wellness Center
in Greenville.
With Littlejohn now
being complete, there is sure
to be more students, fans
and excitement in the stands
to see the new arena and the
Tigers in action.
This
offseason Jon
Rothstein of CBS Sports
stated that "Brad Brownell
led the Tigers to 10 ACC
wins without a true home
court advantage and he'll
have that and several other
talented newcomers at his
disposal next season."
Clemson will be back
in action against Georgia
on
Friday,
November
11 for the first time in
the
newly
renovated
Littlejohn
Coliseum,
where they'll be looking to
build
off
of
last
Senior forwardJaron Blossomgame (5) has decided to return to Clemson for his final season.
year's season.

TIGERS IN THE NFL: SOLID ORANGE SUNDAY
Thomas Marshall
Contributor

Mackensie Alexander (2) was drafted 54,1, overall by the Vikings.

Call your mother. Call
your father. Call your priest,
and tell him or her to end the
service early.
It's back.
NFL
football
is
officially back. Actually, NFL
football officially started
on Thursday when the
Carolina Panthers took on
the returning champions, the
Denver Broncos. But we're
not concerned about that
game unless you were a Tiger
alum. Yes, that's right, when
NFL play gets underway we
finally get to see the players
who gave it all they had
at Memorial Stadium on
Saturdays come to play on
the big stage every Sunday.
It's the Tigers in the NFL.
Coach Swinney has
an
amazing
developed
tenure at Clemson and he's
bred many players and has
sent many to the National
Football League. He just had
nine players to get drafted
last year. Since taking over
as interim head coach back
in 2008, he has had 44
players taken in the NFL
Draft. Here are just a few

of the many that are still
active and making big plays
every Sunday:

C.J Spiller:
Good ole number 28.
Clemson couldn't have done
it without him just a few
years ago. C. J. just signed a
four-year, $16 million deal
with the New Orleans Saints.
His
four-million-dollar
value is tied at 14th among
running backs.
He played with the
Saints last year but didn't
have the year he hoped to
have. But in interviews he
says he's ready to get back to
being that electrifying runner
we all know he can be. "Just
hopefully I can stay on the
right track with everything,
and once we kick this thing
off, be ready to go," he said
last week. "I definitely feel
real good."

Chandler Catanzaro:
We all remember the 43
yard kick against Wake Forest
that sent the Tigers to the
ACC Championship, right?
It's the "Cat-Man", and he's
been playing very well in his
past two seasons. Coming
into his third season in the

National Football League,
he's connected on 57/64 field
goals for his career so far. He's
become a household name
for the Arizona Cardinals
and will be looking to make
a deeper run into the playoffs
this year.

Andre Branch:
Andre
Branch
is
from the 2012 NFL Draft
class. This second round
pick just became a Miami
Dolphin this past offseason.
After spending four years
with
the
Jacksonville
Jaguars he'll be taking his
talents to South Beach. The
fifth year defensive end
signed a one year, three
million-dollar deal back in
March. Just last year, Branch
started ten games for the
Jaguars . He recorded 24
tackles, four sacks and two
forced fumbles.
Martavis Bryant:
Sadly,
he's
been
suspended for the entire
2016 season. He will not be
able to help the Steelers win
the Super Bowl this year.
Vic Beasley:

He'll

be

Deshaun Watson needs to
prove his leadership abilities
Watson must carry offense through rough start
Torez Corry
Columnist
Clemson being in a
nail-biter game against a
cupcake team like Troy is
very disappointing, and
watching
the
Clemson
offense struggle is even more
disappointing.
However,
what is the most shocking
is
Deshaun
Watson's
leadership when things go
bad. Anybody can be a great
leader when everything is in
their favor.
The offensive line was
not blocking the way they
should have and it seemed
like a Troy player was getting
a hit on Watson every play.
The wide receivers were
dropping passes that they
typically catch, and Wayne
Gallman could not get
the ground game going. It
seemed like everything was
going bad for the Clemson
Tigers, and the game was
just waiting for Watson to
take it over.
Watson is a great player
and even if he never plays
another down for Clemson,
he is one of the best players
to ever play at the program.
His resume speaks for itself

I
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he is the first player in FBS
history to throw for 4,000
yards and rush for 1,000
yards. He has led Clemson
to heights where they would
have never been without
him, but it is time to hold
him accountable.
Warson had bad throws
and he really struggled on
Saturday, but his plays are not
what need to be criticized,
it is his leadership. Watson
grew frustrated when his
team stalled on drives which
is understandable, but the
quarterback has to rally the
troops . The quarterback has
to remain cool under pressure
because his teammates are
counting on him; he cannot
go to the sidelines and pout
or show his frustration.
Watson has previously said
that he wanted to become
a better vocal leader and
that is something that he
was working on, but he also
said that he is a guy that
leads by example. Leading
by example is great, but
every great leader has to rally
the troops.
Jameis Winston, the
former quarterback ofFlorida
State, had an electrifying

redshirr freshman year. In
2013 he threw for 4,057
yards, 40 touchdowns, and
10 interceptions; he also
won the Heisman and the
National
Championship
in 2013. The next year
his production declined
dramatically, he threw for
3,907 yards, 25 touchdowns,
and 18 interceptions. His
offensive line was nor great,
and Florida State only
returned seven starters on
the offense that year.
Florida State played
in eight close games that
year and eventually lost to
Oregon in the Rose Bowl.
The most impressive thing
about that year was how
Florida State could keep
fighting and find ways to
win; the majority of that
had to do with Winston's
leadership. He would never
let his guys get down and he
would always encourage his
guys on the sideline letting
them know that they were
going to win. He is a great
vocal leader and that was
demonstrated at halftime
against Ole Miss this year,
although he was the former
quarterback, Jimbo Fisher

allowed him to talk to the
team during halftime.
He told the team,
"Florida State. Your brothers.
Your team. Your heartbeat.
We some dogs, we ain't no
puppies. Wide receivers,
y'all cannot be stopped. The
whole game. We got the best
running back in the whole
damn league, and we got a
quarterback who's gonna
toss that thing. O-line, wake
up!" His speech inspired the
team to score 23 unanswered
points in the third quarter,
and Florida State came back
to win the game 45-34.
Watson does not have to
be Winston, but somebody
has to be the leader in rhe
locker room . Watson is a
team captain he has to act
like one not only when the
game is going good, but also
when things are adverse.
Who knows what this
year holds for the Tigers?
Clemson may nor win the
Championship,
National
and Watson may not have
a .good year this year.
However, if Watson wants
to be the number one draft
pick in 2017 he must take a
page out of Winston's book.
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Atlanta again, and looks
to have a great season this
year as he is coming off of a
four sack, one interception
rookie season.

Andre Ellington:
Also with the Cardinals,
he looks to be their go to
catching running back again
this year. He has 1,601 yards
receiving and 100 receptions
over his career in Arizona.
Mackensie Alexander:
The recent draftee will
be trying to making a name
for himself in the twin cities,
playing with the Minnesota
Vikings. He made the 54man roster and has been
looking pretty good in
minicamp; except him to
have tremendous upside as
the season progresses.
That's just a small
number of the Tigers
making plays with the
National Football League
every week. Isn't it amazing
that all these players were just
here years ago on the campus
of Clemson University?
Every Sunday from
now on will be Solid
Orange Sunday.

,
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Myra Hutto
Asst. TimeOut Editor

I always knew that
there is something in
these hills that keeps me
coming back. Last week, rhe
Princeton Review proved ir
when they ranked Clemson
as No. 3 in "Students Love it
Here" and No. 11 in having
the "Happiest Students." Bur
what exactly makes the town
of orange a warm, happy
yellow? Here's why Clemson
holds a special place in
our hearts.

1. The Mascot:
The tiger is special
because not only is the tiger
the symbol of courage and
beauty, but also because the
tiger is us. We are tigers,
and we fight like hell,
damn it. We fight for good
grades in dreadful chemistry,
we fight for everything so
that no matter what we'll
always come back better
than before .
I think that ifyou choose

·butor

/contrt
N tJI\\.\.Ef\
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.
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EMILY LADY/Staff

Clemson, then you will like
rhe classic feel, and you
can't get any more classic
than a tiger. It reminds
me of when we were little
when someone would say,
"Oh what's your favorite
animal?" and 85 percent
(statistic by me) of children
will likely say a tiger. It's
common, bur it's also above
the rest: exactly like we are
here ar Clemson.

2. Game day:
Game day is big in any
southern college town, but
it's especially important
to us. You wouldn't see
your average Joe at FSU
painting his body orange
and trying to get the stripes
of the tiger perfect.
No matter where you
are in Death Valley or who
you are, you will feel pride
because you are in Clemson.
People can coin the phrase
Clemson-ing all they want,
bur not the Holy Word
which is Bae-shaun Watson.
It's special, and we would all
give up our Saturday's every

week of the year if we could
see Dabo running down the
hill like a kid at Christmas.

3. L i b r a r y
Bridge:
I know some people
say that they hate it, but
deep down we all secretly
love Library Bridge. It's
what connects us and makes
us unique. Not everyone
has a pretty, historical
campus like we do where
students can walk up grand
wooden staircases to go to
History class like we can in
Hardin.. It's an honor to
walk and to marvel at the
beauty that is Clemson.

4. T

h

are more common traditions
here than finding your Mrs .
degree. There is also Solid
Orange Friday and other
little things that sometimes
we take for granted until we
leave Clemson.

5. The people;
The people here are as
kind as you could hope for
rhem to be. One thing about
college is you'll meet a lot
of people who will stay in
your life forever, and this is
the place to meet them. It's
not just friends that you will
come to love. The teachers
and advisors are also so
kind, and I couldn't imagine
college without them .

e

traditions:
I'm a sucker for anything
cute and romantic so when I
came here freshman year and
heard about the tradition
rhar if you walk through the
garden with your lover you'll
get married, I almost died.
Although I haven't taken
a walk through it yet, I'm
hoping it's coming. There

6. The parties,
the crazy moments
and the unforgettable
experiences:
Coming into college,
I didn't know what a darty
was, and for freshmen who
still don't, it's a day parry.
I've had plenty of
crazy moments such as
when I carried a suitcase

from Cooper all th e way
to the Quad or when I
screamed because a squirrel
approaching
me
was
(Warning:
squirrels
are
not
friends).
food,
Then
there
are
t he
unforgettable
experiences
like working on The Tiger
newspaper with some of
my best friends, meeting
the
ClemsonLIFE
students and all of the
fireball throw-ups on the
hill during night games.
(Again warning: The H ill
is pure hell d uri ng the
USC game. You can't say I
didn't warn you.)
But besides the good,
the bad, and the outright
nasty, there are so many
things
that
everyone
about
C lemson.
loves
Some
people
like
Tillman's bells; some people
like downtown; and some
people specifically came here
for Harcombe's cookies. But
the one thing we all have in
common is that we're happy
and there's nowhere else we
would rather be.
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Here'safew
other areas
where we're
on top:
• No. 5in
Career
Services
• No. 9in
Town
Gown
Relation
• No.JOin
Students
Intramural
Sports
• No. 5in
Students
Pack the
Stadium
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James Kidd
Contributor

"I hate this f---ing
place,"
says
small-time
rapper Alfred shortly into
"Atlanta's" second episode.
Based on all that he went
through to get to that point,
who could blame him? It
isn't the bustling city in
Georgia that people like to
think the area resembles,
but the side that everyone
likes to forget. The side
where gang violence is
rampant, and the large
majority of its inhabitants
are
poverty
stricken.
Welcome to Donald Glover's
((Atlanta."
Whether
you
recognize him as Troy
Barnes from NBC's cult
hit "Community," or as
rapper Childish Gambino,
Donald Glover has pretty
much established himself
in
the
entertainment

THE TIGER

TIMEOUT

industry, even though he
certainly isn't completely
mainstream yet. However,
with critics already raving
about "Atlanta," his new
television show that recently
premiered on FX, he finally
might be giving everyone
else a reason for him to show
them what he can really do.
"Atlanta" takes place
in, you guessed it, Atlanta,
Georgia, following down
on-his-luck,
Princeton
dropout Earnest "Earn"
Marks (Glover). The show
journeys through Marks'
experience with the city's
crime ridden backstreets.
Referring to himself as
"technically homeless," Earn
finds himself barely able to
make ends meet by pitching
airline rewards cards to rude
customers, while couch
surfing available residences.
His parents kicked him our
and don't understand him,
and even his closest friend
- who also happens to be

the mother of his child seems frustrated with the
way that he is living his life.
However,
despite
bemoaning that he can
never catch a break, Earn
is remarkably smart and
determined. So when his
cousin,
Alfred
"Paper
Boi" Miles, gets grassroots
fame as a rapper after a
successful mixtape, Earn
immediately jumps at the
opportunity to become his
manager. While initially
suspicious of his cousin's
sudden
reappearance,
Alfred is quickly won over
by Earn's promise of fame
and fortune, but both of
them quickly find out after
a violent incident at a gas
station that things might be
a little bumpier than either
of them planned.
Stating that one of
the reasons why he left
"Community" was to focus
on "Atlanta," it's pretty
clear that Donald Glover

genuinely has a lot invested
in the show, and you
can tell.
Despite the show's odd
episode structure and offbeat
humor, "Atlanta" wears its
heart on its sleeve, evoking
other hits like "Louie" and
"Master of None" in the
fact that it's just so damn
loveable. While it does
tend to focus more on the
dramatic side of things,
Glover absolutely doesn't
forget his roots in comedy,
bringing in more than
enough witty retorts and
oddball humor, especially
from
Alfred's
pothead
sidekick
Darius,
who
might be the best comedy
relief character in quite
some time.
Glover himself also
does a great job portraying
Earn. Largely becoming
the straight man this time
around, he gets across his
immense determination to
become something bigger

and better than he is now,
absolute standout.
displaying such sincerity in
Glover himself was
his dialogue that you can't
born and raised in Atlanta,
help but root for him.
so it only makes sense that
While this might be
he would return to it at
Glover's show, Alfred, played
some point, and thank God
by Brian Tyree Henry, comes
it was for "Atlanta." Already
becoming a standout for
close to stealing it. In just
a few episodes, Henry is
the best television show this
year, "Atlanta," is deserving
already showing the most
of all praise for bringing
potential in the long run
with his character. Alfred
such a brilliant piece of art to
is just a pothead that drops
television. With an oddball
a mixtape every now and
sense of humor, reliance
on smaller moments, and
again for the fun of it and
to make a few extra bucks,
tackling of issues like the
bur when he gets caught in
use of the n-word and police
a violent altercation that
brutality, it certainly won't
ends with someone shot, he
be a show for everyone,
suddenly becomes a sexy,
but give it a shot as soon
as you can. "Atlanta" might
hard gangsta icon in Atlanta,
and he couldn't be any less
not portray the nicest or
thrilled. A particular scene
happiest view of the city, but
it doesn't sugar coat how life
in the second episode has
him tragically - although
is for those who live there
and for that reason alone,
somewhat humorously as
attempt to show · it's hands down one of the
well some
kids
reenacting
most unique and honest
the shooting that it isn't
experiences on television
right now.
something to idolize is an

BORED? GO CLUBBINGI
Here 1s seven Clemson clubs you should join
Story byJoseph Messier) Contributor

The school year has begun once again) and everyone has pretty m,uch gotten back into the groove. So now
that you have allyour classes under control) why not sign up/or afew clubs? There)s m,ore to life than
calculus tests and chem, hom,ework) so why not take a break every now and then? Here are the hottest new
organizations you can join at Clem,son right now:
1. Squirrel-Spotting Club

2. Pig Latin Club

I'm sure by now that you've seen at least one squirrel running around campus by now.
The Squirrel Spotters, or formally the ''Association for Squirrel Spotting," walk around and look
for local campus squirrels to observe. This group writes down every place and time they see one
off their furry friends frolicking around, and they actually have a rather impressive log of squirrel

Ever wanted to learn a new language, or maybe just how to talk smack about someone
right in front of them? Then this is the club for you! The Pig Latin Club is dedicated to teaching
people about this confusing language, but not too many. Hen-ray here-ray ould-way e-bay o-nay

sightings that goes back all the way to 2005, when the club was founded.

3. Rock, Paper, Scissors Competitive Team
Rock, Paper, Scissors is more than just a children's game. It requires proper timing,
hand-eye coordination and knowledge of R. P. S. algorithms in order to gain the upper hand. You
can go head to head with other teams from across the state, participating in an epic battle to the
death! OK, maybe not to the death, but it's still like playing a sport without actually having to play

oint-pay n-iay earning-lay he-ray ew-nay peak-say.

4. Cheese Connoisseur Club
Clemson is quite famous for its blue cheese, which it has been producing for 75 years.
The CCC aims to enjoy these blue cheese products as much as possible. It's like a wine and cheese
tasting, bur without the wine.

a sport.

6. Extreme Basket Weaving

5. Zombie Apocalypse Prep Club

Everyone's parents always told them abour the dumb class they took as an elective in
college: Basket Weaving. Well this club is the exact opposite of dumb. Members take a dull activity
and do it in the most extreme way possible. Whether it's weaving while snorkeling, skydiving or
camouflaged inside the lion exhibit at the Greenville Zoo, the Extreme Basket Weaving club will

There's no doubt that the world is going to end at some point, so why not be prepared?
This club anticipates us going out with a bang. And zombies. If you ever wanted to know what you
should put in your bug-our bag, the best way to board up a building, or maybe just how to kill a
zombie with one blow, consider joining the Zombie Prep Club.

7. Abductee Support Group
Have you ever been driving somewhere at night and gotten lost for two hours? Have
you ever had a close encounter of the third kind? Or maybe you've just seen strange lights darting
around the sky? The Abductee Support Group is offering cake and grief counseling all this week.

do it.

Having an extracurricular activity is a great way to relax in yourfree
ti1ne, and not to 1nention, an aweso1ne way to 1neet new people. No
-matter what you like, Cle-rnson is bound to have the peifect clubfor
you!
*Note: This article is completely fictitious and does not necessarily reflect the thoughts
and views of The Tiger, nor its staff It is for humorous purposes only.*
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Formed in 1987, the Rock, Paper, Scissors Competitive Team has been consistently ranked as a Top 10 team. Last year, the team suffered a heartbreaking loss against UT -Austin.
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Saavon Smalls and Myra Hutto, The TimeOut Editors
1. What time do you wake up for a 12:30 4. What's your game day drink if
you're under 21?
game?
a. Water (you know why)
b. Sparkling grape juice
c. KoolAid

a. I don't go to sleep

b. 7:00
c. 11:30

a. What game?
b. Surrounding yourself with the
Clemson family
c. Pregaming

5. What are you bringing to eat?

2. What do you wear for games?

a. Bojangles
b. Chickfila
c. Homemade sandwiches

a. Orange overalls
b. A new outfit from downtown
c. Tennis shoes and t-shirt

9. How many people are going to
be at your spot?
a. All are welcome
b. Only people who paid for a pass
c. No one can fit in our spot besides
us

6. Where are you sitting at the
game?

3.What's your game day drink if you're
21?
a.PJ
b. Mimosas
c. Busch Light

8. What's your favorite part of tha
game?

a. Lower deck
b. Box seating
c. Upper deck

10. Fill in the blank ... C-L-E-M-S-0
__ N

7. How did you get to the game?
a. In the back of a truck
b. In your mom's BMW
c. By walking

a. Mother ~**ing
b. What are you talking about?
c. Mother ~**ing

MAINLY A'S: BARELY STAINIDONG IN LOT IS

Other people think that they go hard for games, but you definitely go harder. There's nothirig bc:ili(f!!~
see who can shot gun the most beers and still make it to the game. You fight like hclldaritn it, ana'.jji

MAINLY I'S: FANCY AT FIKE
Your spot is the cream of the crop. Your family has been going to Clemson since it first began. Your blood runs orange, but money runs
second because there's no way you can get a spot at Fike unless Daddy owns the bank. Gameday is more about how many likes you can get on Insta
and if it's not over 100 then you're pissed.

MAONLY C'S: IN IHI POI (C1) OF Hill
You have your comfortable shoes on and your fanny pack because you know this is going to be a long day. You can't invite over your few friends
because your spot can barely fit your mini van in it. Like the lot 13ers you will regret your decision to drink more than they will. Hopefully walkin'g
to class has helped your poor little legs because gameday is going to slaughter them.
-,;,,.,,.,.,,.,

ON THE R..aoWL

•
•
FIND A £OYER THAT LICKS

·~LoFVou
I'm a slut. Not in the
traditional slur sense of the word rather, I mean it in as an endearing
term, a reclaiming of the word, if
you will. I enjoy sex and we now
live in a day and age where many
young women feel ashamed to
share the same sentiment publicly.
Throughout high school and (until
recently) college, I had a lot of
boring sex. And I mean boring as
in traditional. Missionary, doggy,
spooning, repeat. Nothing too
exciting. The best thing that could
ever happen to me was oral.
As sexually liberated as I like
to think of myself as being, I was
always pretty hesitant about any sort
of back door play. A thumb here or
there from time to time bur that's
about all I could handle. I mean,
how could I ever ask a partner to do
more?
Lately, I've been sleeping
with a new partner that has no
sexual boundaries - in the best
way possible. Absolutely nothing
grosses him out and I love it. I'm
convinced he thinks my toes are
Blow Pops and my neck is meant

es
curling sex
a day and then wake up ahd do
it again. My sweat is some sort of
aphrodisiac to him, and that isn't
even the best part. (This is where
the backdoor talk comes in, so if
you aren't comfortable with your
body, sexually liberated or alright
with the thought of butt action
then I suggest you stop reading
now.)
I've always been into what the
kids call the "shocker," (if you don't
know what that is I suggest you
look it up and absolutely try it at
home) but it never really happened
on a regular basis. I'm glad I can't
say the same now. The real shocker,
however, came one day when I was
doing naked yoga, which is actually
slang for "how to seduce your
partner out of paying attention to
Netflix."
I had just taken a shower and I
was in sirsasana 2, which is a tripod
headstand ifyou aren't familiar with
the yoga terms. I was near the bed,
purposefully and I got the desired
response - oral. What I wasn't

expecting, however, was for his
tongue to slip back towards the final
frontier. I'm not sure if I was more
shocked that it happened or that I
liked it. Can I just say ... it was
glorious! Since then, it has always
been a pleasant surprise when he
decides to incorporate that into
his normal routine and I think if I
wasn't as comfortable with my body
then I would have been freaked out.
If you want to spice things up a
little bit in the bedroom, and you
also have a partner that embraces all
of you, then this is something you
need to tty.
But please, shower first kids.
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CROSSWORD
Across

1

1

a

9

t4

1 - Beginning on;
5 - Pong maker;

10

11

HOROSCOPES:

12

AQUARIUS

'

13

i1\

16

Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

11

~~ PISCES
fl
~ Feb. 20 - March 20

10 - It's outstanding;
14 - Do followers;

2.0

It's "before", not "B4". Focus on

•

speaking *insert your language

►

Not funny? Tell this joke: "What's
the difference between a cat and a
comma? One has its claws at the end
of its paws, and one is a pause at the
end of a clause."

►

''Let's eat Grandma!" Punctuation
saves lives, Tigers. Don t forget to
use it.

►

If your friend ever uses "there"
instead of "their" in the same post,

15 - Renter's sign;

here,* not Bingo.

24

16 - Creamfilled cookie;
17 - _

Grammar Edition

go bragh!;

21

18- Make impure;
20 - French composer Erik;

a

ARIES

29

March 21 - April 20

1

34

22 - Singer Grant;

23 -Allots, with "out
24 - Blind parts;

11

31

;

)8TAURUS
4l

26 - Popular tattoo;

. •A'S,.

April 21 - May 20

they've been kidnapped. Send help.

27 - Swordlike knife;
45

30 - Fill to surfeit;
34 - Arm cover;

ztl~)

"GEMINI

3 5 - Put on the payroll;
36 - Beverage commonly

50

SI

[

52

--1--1--1-...,l
--1--1--1-...,1

drunk in England;
Sil

37 - Spent, as batteries;

0-

fl

38 -Any.robe exams;
62

40-Shred;
41 - Surgery sites, briefly;
42 - Has a bug;

'--.......1---'---'-....J

43 - Comfonable;
67 - Distribute cards;

45 - Vegetable appliance;
47 - Put in the ground for growth; .
48 - EMT' s skill;

Down

49-Tartan;

1 - Son ofZeus in Greek

50 - Staggering;

mythology;

53 - The Greatest;

2 - Lab fluids;

54 - Like spinach;

3-Exclude;

58 - Back country;

4-Done;

61 - Make angry;

5 - One_ time;

62 - Yours, in Tours;

6- So far;

63 - Best ofthe best;

7 - Grads;

64 - Pulitzer-winning biographer

8 - Count (on);

Leon;

9 - "The Addams Family" cousin;

65 - Afterbath powder;

10-Moola;

66 - Wood strips;

11 - Part ofQED;

§

·•\
f ..

' ~~~

'
,..-._:

CANCER

.'

~

it

13 - Some digits;

40 - Offered;

19 - Chew the scenery;

42 - Sufficient;

21 - Hgt.;

44- Follow;

25 -Artist's studio;

46 - Pertaining to vinegar;

26 - Cooking wine;

47- Earth table;

27 - Windows predecessor;

49- Braid;

28-Tip off,

50 -At the drop of__;

29-Quit;

51 - Meter maid of song;

30 - Join a poker game;

52 - Hydroxyl compound;

31 - Bothered;

53-_breve;

32 - Mock, annoy;

55 - West Wing worker;

33 - Dog_ (like some used

56 - Type of market;

ij

books);

57 - Holler;

"-"~"-'
'-'t'-'

35 - Contains;

59 - Fam. reunion attendee;

"'j

., ~

\...

If you find yourself stranded on a

LEO
July 23 - Aug. 23

VIRGO

@~

Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

~Uea&
Sept. 23 "

~
t.. _;

~

Oct. 23

SCORPIO
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

SAGl'rl'ARIUS
Nov. 22- Dec. 21

t

~

~l,,-- CAPRICOUI
Dec. 22 -Jan. 19

~"'~ ~
$:!
~ I::

get too attached to an
► Never
apostrophe -- they're possessive!

-.;:._,,~, June 22 - July 22
,· ,.,.........

39 - Camera type, briefly;

Moines, Iowa;

►

J\\

12-_ noire;

60 - _

May21-June21

Your dinner vs. you're dinner. One
leaves you full and happy. The other
one leave you dead. Tread lightly.

► dessert island, stay there. Desserts are
the best.

I before e except when you have

►

to run from your feisty, foreign
neighbor in the beige turtleneck.

►

If you're not a fan ofsimiles,
metaphors be with you. Always use
them.

►

Then is for sequences; than is for
comparison. Those extra points on
your paper will thank me later.

►

"Alar" is not a word just like you
don't write about aporkchop that
you're going to eat for asupper.

►

Knock knock. "Who's there?" To.
"To who?" To whom.

Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto / Asst. Timeout Editor
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;;f_,OCCJted,; just minutes from the Clemson campus
and College Avenue, GrandMarc's new student apartments
give you plenty of time to learn and live it up, al! in one
modern & convenient location.

Whether you are flying solo, living with friends or planning to
use our sophisticated roommate matching program, we have

I

the perfect floor plan for you. Choose from our spacious
2 or 4 bedroom apartments and be the first students to live
at GrandMarc Clemson next fall.

I

I

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT EDITOR@CUCHRONICLE.COM
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Am,anda Crayne ~)
Major:Biological
Sciences
Year:Junior
Qµ,innlan Sweeney (L)
Major: Electri,cal
Engineeri,ng
Year:Junior
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